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NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--In his amazing sixth 
decade of stardom, FRANKIE VALLI remains as visible and 
authoritative within American pop culture as ever, playing 
dozens of live concerts yearly, and drawing rave notices for 
his role in the landmark television drama The So-
pranos.Now, with applause thundering nightly all around 
the country for the quadruple-Tony winning Broadway phe-
nomenon Jersey Boys - currently in a twelve-city national 
tour, and setting up new companies in Las Vegas and Lon-
don - Valli, the singular original lead voice of the iconic 
Four Seasons song score, has returned to the studio to 
create the perfect companion piece to the stage show. 
On the new Universal Motown album, Romancing The '60s, 
the legendary Valli has chosen 14 immortal love songs 
from the songbook of the 1960s, leading the cream of New 
York's musicians and background singers, with album pro-
duction by Bob Gaudio, fellow Four Seasons founder and 
co-writer of the group's many hits. No one will be surprised 
to find that in this album, the songs of pop-rock's greatest 
generation are honored with all the insight, joy, musician-
ship and magic one would expect from the man who was 
originally co-credited on Four Seasons records as "The 
'Sound' of Frankie Valli." "I've always been a romantic in 
my art," says Valli. "The secret here was to try to make the 

The album's thirteen tracks (one of them a two-song 
medley) paint an unparalleled portrait of 1960s pop, 
with illuminating Valli performances of classics chosen 
from the titans of the Brill Building ("This is the album 
I've always wanted to make with Frankie," album pro-
ducer and Songwriters Hall of Fame member Bob 
Gaudio says. "For me, this album has his best vocals 
to date." Charles Calello and Artie Schroeck, veterans 
of many Four Seasons/Valli classics, are also aboard 
the project, as arranger/conductors.Romancing The 
'60s is a rare and exhilarating meeting of geniuses: a 
joyous, heart-driven, vital and fascinating redefinition 
of the already-definitive, and a musically timeless 
treasure for every fan -- whether old or new, who sock-
hopped to "Sherry," or gave the standing ovation at 
tonight's sold-out performance of Jersey Boys  


